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Abstract—In software development process, it is necessary to face challenge for plan changes. In order to effectively reduce development risk, software project must overcome the impact of plan change. In plan change process, affected development documents and plan items should be effectively isolated and immediately modified to reduce software development risk. In software project management plan (SPMP), Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a critical and necessary planning tool. For this, WBS-based plan must have high isolation capability and modification flexibility to reduce plan change risk. In this paper, in order to increase WBS-based plan change capability, changeability factors are discussed, and a WBS-based Plan Changeability Measurement (WBSPCM) model is proposed. Applied the quantification mechanism of WBSPCM model, WBS-based plan changeability problem and defect can be easily identified. Used rule-based correction and improvement manner, WBS-based plan can concretely increase changeability and reduce software development risk.

Index Terms—WBS, measurement model, changeability, software development risk.

I. INTRODUCTION

In software project development process, it is necessary to face challenge for plan changes. Software project must overcome the impact of plan changes to effectively reduce development risk [1], [2]. Some events, which include error correction, requirement revision, environment evolution, and resource adjustment possibly cause to plan changes. Any plan change always affects software development operation. Plan changes not only have to invest extra resource and cost, but also may cause project delay [1], [2]. In plan changes process, affected development documents and planned items unable to effectively isolate, will increase software development risk. In addition, affected development documents and planned items unable to completely and correctly modify, will greatly reduce project success ratio. There are many factors may affect the software project failure. One of critical issues is software project management plan (SPMP) can not immediately revise and effectively adjust with the change events. For this, SPMP must have high isolation capability and modification flexibility to reduce plan changes risk.

The SPMP is drawn up when the specifications have been signed off by the client. There are many ways to construct an SPMP. One of the best is IEEE standard 1058 [3], [4]. IEEE 1058 SPMP standard defines project organization, management process plans, technical process plans and supporting process plans four major items. In order to concretely and effectively accomplish requirement specifications, large scale and complicate project should be suitable decomposed. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a critical and necessary planning item in SPMP [5]. Plan Change operations always may affect the WBS. For this, WBS-based plan should have high isolation capability and modification flexibility to increase changeability and reduce plan changes risk. WBS-based plan with important quality characteristics is a critical factor to enhance changeability for affected development documents and planned items. Therefore, how to increase WBS-based plan changeability is worthy studied issue for reducing software development risk.

The paper discusses and surveys WBS-based plan related characteristics and WBS-based plan changeability factors. In plan review activity, using inspection checklists help concretely collect WBS-based plan changeability quantified factors. Individual factor or measurement can only measure or evaluate the specific maintain quality characteristic [6]. In order to improve and enhance WBS-based plan changeability, individual factor or measurement should make appropriate combination. Based on the metric combination model, in this paper presents a WBS-based Plan Changeability Measurement (WBSPCM) model. In WBSPCM model, planned documents quality, planned items modularity, work packages traceability and plan items re-estimation will be measured and combined. Applied the quantification mechanism of WBSPCM model, WBS-based plan changeability problems and defects can be easily identified. Used rule-based correction and improvement manner can concretely increase WBS-based plan changeability and reduce software development risk. In Section II, survey the relationship between the SPMP and WBS-based plan, and describe critical factors of software project failure. In Section III, changeability factors which affect WBS-based plan revision and adjustment capability are listed and discussed. In Section IV, propose a WBSPCM model, and present a rule-based changeability defects identification and improvement manner. In Section V, collect advantages of WBSPCM model and make a conclusion for the paper.

II. WBS IMPORTANCE AND SOFTWARE PROJECT FAILURE FACTORS

A. The Relationship between SPMP and WBS

There are many change challenges will affect the operations of software project. How to reduce the impact of
change events becomes a critical issue to reduce development risk. According to the client provided cost budget, schedule, resource, functional and non-functional requirements, the SPMP must defines software development steps, work package schedule, organization architecture and resource planning. Initial version of the SPMP is drawn up and released when the specifications have been signed off by the client. Based on the SPMP, software development operation executes with developing schedule, planning works, and meeting each requirement items which proposed by the client. In order to concretely and effectively accomplish requirement specifications, large scale and complicate project should be suitable decomposed. For simple and clear work items, it is easy to define schedule, budget, organization hierarchical and resource allocation etc. plans. WBS is a critical item for decomposing complicate and large scale software project. WBS is a product-oriented method and uses hierarchical diagram for work items [5]. Based on WBS, software system can be well layered and decomposed into high manageable work items. For simple and manageable work items, it is easy to define schedule, budget, applied tool and technology, resource allocation and risk control etc. plans. Decomposed work items of WBS should have clear mission, concrete range, priority relationship with others items, reference relationship with others items, and easy elicited estimation parameters etc. features, description as follows (show as Fig. 1).

- Decomposing manageable work items: Multi-layer decomposition makes software system with more manageable work items.
- Easy schedule work items: Decomposed work item has clear task and objective. For low layer item or high layer package easy assign task time and priority, and assist resource management and schedule management planning.
- Easy control work items quality: simple work item easy collect operation data and quality factors. The information can help supervise and manage operation efficiency and quality of work item.
- Easy estimate work items cost: there are several cost estimation models such as function point [7], COCOMO [8], expert adjustment, and analogy methods. No matter which one model, simple and clear mission and objective always can increase estimation accuracy. In addition, estimation cost can easy transform into others planning items.
- Easy reduce work items risk: problems or defects which occurred in work item, can easy isolate and revise to reducing development risk.

Finally, WBS-based plan work items are integrated by bottom up. One time one layer, work items are combined into budget, schedule, quality, configuration, and resource management plans. Based on WBS, each management plans can overcome any change events and immediately accomplish plan modification and adjustment. The relationship between SPMP and WBS is shown as Fig. 2.

**B. Critical Factors of Software Project Failure**

According to the Standish group study report which investigated large volume software project, the success rate of software project only approach one third [9], [10]. And, 80% failure software projects suffer from some troubled problems which include schedule delay, insufficient budget and incomplete requirements. High risk of software project comes from the situations of schedule delay, insufficient budget and unfinished requirements [11]-[13]. Four critical change events are major reason to cause the software project with high risk, describe as follows:

1) Initial phase of software development, system analyst collect incomplete information and documents to cause to system requirement specification and user requirement have differences.
2) In software development process, new technologies and operation environment are innovated continuously. It causes the original plans can not completely match with new technologies and operation environment.
3) In requirement phase, the client proposed many system requirements. However, in software development process, parts of the requirement items will be required to adjust, modify or delete. Even some new requirements are required to append into the system. These change requests will greatly impact to follow up software development operations.
4) Each phase operation of software project needs different resource which includes developers, hardware devices,
software tools and development environment. Resource allocation may happen to personnel movement, facility delayed delivery, hardware breakdown, equipment failure and obsolete devices. These resource change events may increase software development risk.

Summary the above description, incomplete system requirements, technology and environment evolution, client change requests and resource reallocation are four major change events (shown in Fig. 3).

In software development process, these change events can not be avoided or excluded, will be cause different level impacts to project planned items. Change events are also a critical reason of software project failure. Therefore, for reducing the failure nightmare, the WBS-based plan should have high changeability to handle each kinds change events. It is because that new version of the SPMP must be released continually until project finish or terminal.

III. CHANGEABILITY FACTORS OF WBS-BASED PLAN

WBS-based plan is the major basis for software project operation and development. However, unexpected change events always cause that WBS-based plan has to revise and adjust. A major reason of project failure is WBS-based plan cannot revise and adjust in time after change events occurred. High changeable quality plan can collate change claims to revise and adjust the planned items for handling each kinds change events. Enhancing WBS-based plan changeability is critical method to reduce project failure risks. According to McCall’s quality factor model description [14] and ISO 9126 quality architecture [15], software quality factors and characteristics have precise hierarchical structure. In ISO 9126, changeability is a major indicator for software quality. However, software changeability is generally focused on development document and source code, but not focused on work items. Correctness, completeness, consistency and readability four basic document qualities make the software plan to have flexible revision and adjustment. In design phase, modularity is a necessary characteristic to increase module independence and maintainability. Software work items also need modularity to increase WBS-based plan changeability [16]. Traceability is a critical characteristic to identify cross relationship between work items. Based on traceability, the work items affected by change events can be isolated quickly and completely. For improving WBS-based plan changeability, basic document quality, modularity, traceability and re-estimation capability four quality characteristics are discussed as follows:

1) Basic document quality: Quality of work item is an important basis for revising or adjusting planned document. Four major quality characteristics of planned document, include correctness, completeness, consistency and readability, describe as follows:
   • Correctness: Incorrect planned documents may affect the results of work items revision and adjustment.
   • Completeness: Incomplete work item documents may cause more defects and errors after software project revision and adjustment.
   • Consistency: Inconsistent work item documents may cause more defects and errors after software project revision and adjustment.
   • Readability: Unreadable work item documents may cause more defects and errors after software project revision and adjustment.

2) Modularity: After work break down, each work packages have assigned specific job for achieving user requirements. These work packages should own high modularity to handle change events. There are three major factors to affect modularity.
   • Coupling: For increasing independence, work items should have as low coupling as possible with others work items.
   • Cohesion: For increasing independency, internal subtasks of work items should have as high cohesion as possible.
   • Complexity: Work items with high complexity may reduce change flexibility for each change events.

3) Traceability: WBS-based plan with high traceability can help identify the affected work packages of plan changes. Internal and external cross-reference table (CRT) of work packages are two major factors to affect the traceability of WBS-based plan.
   • Internal CRT: Internal CRT of work package can easy identify the task inter-relationships in work item.
   • External CRT: External CRT of work package can easy identify the work item inter-relationships after system break down.

4) Re-estimation: After plan changes, the budget, schedule, quality and resource of affected items should re-estimate. Clear estimation method [7], [8] can efficiently increase accurate re-estimation.
   • Parameters: The parameter data for project effort estimation should have clear definition and easy acquisition. Referring to the clear parameter data, estimation formula can effectively handle re-estimation.
   • Formula: Combining simple with accurate estimation formula, the revised work item can quick and accurately re-estimate development effort.
   • Transformation: Re-estimated software development effort is just an item of development expenses. Development effort needs to transform to other items of development explain. Simple and clear transformation method can easily transfer software development effort into budget, schedule and resource expenses.
IV. CHANGEABILITY MEASUREMENT MODEL

A. Changeability Factor Collection

In system analysis phase, the drafted requirement specification must pass the client confirmation and become the formal requirement specification [3], [16]. According to the formal requirement specification, the SPMP should be completely developed and clearly defined. For reducing the complexity of software project, WBS should be considered for project planning. In WBS-based plan, complex software planning and development missions are decomposed into several levels. Work packages and tasks become the critical planned items. After completion of task planning, next step must conduct a formal task plan review activity to identify planned defects and collect task changeability factors. Task is part of work package. Task planned items are combined into a work package plan. After completion of work package planning, next step must conduct a formal work package review activity to identify planned defects and collect work package changeability factors. Work package is part of software project. Work package plans are combined into over software project plan. Based on IEEE 1058 SPMP format, software project plan is written down. After completion of SPMP, following step must conduct a formal WBS-based plan review activity to identify planned defects and collect WBS-based plan changeability factors. Clear inspection checked items can effectively increase the review activities performance. So, it is necessary to develop a set of complete and clear inspection checklists for conducting review activity. The mission of checklist formulation should be delivered to senior software engineer and the experience wealth software project management experts. Review activity with inspection checklist can collect the complete WBS-based plan changeability factors. Collecting changeability factors are critical operation for quantifying the characteristics of changeability.

B. Changeability Measurement Model

Individual factor or measurement can only measure or evaluate the specific quality characteristic. In order to effectively monitor and assess the changeability problem and defect, individual measurements should make the appropriate combination [6], [8], [14], [18], [19]. Two kind of metric combination models are Linear Combination Model (LCM for short) [6], [14], [18] and Non-Linear Combination Model (NLCM for short) [8], [14], [19]. NLCM has higher accuracy measurement than LCM. However, LCM has high flexibility, more extensible and easy formulation than NLCM. For this, in this paper, LCM is applied to changeability measurement.

The different level planning activities have different quality metrics be shown. Therefore, before applying the linear combination model, the quality factors must be normalized. Refer to predefined weight values and four combination formulas, basic level quality factors can be combined into the four quality characteristic measurements. Finally, the formula combines with four quality characteristic measurements into a SPMP changeability indicator. Five formulas described as follows:

1) Basic Document Quality Measurement (BDQM) is combined with correctness, completeness, consistency, and readability four characteristics. The combination formula is shown as Equation (1):

\[
BDQM = W_{crf} \cdot CrF + W_{cuf} \cdot C_uF + W_{cf} \cdot C_F + W_{rf} \cdot RF
\]

2) Work Item Modularity Measurement (WIMM) is combined with coupling, cohesion and complexity three factors. The formula is shown as Equation (2):

\[
WIMM = W_{cu} \cdot CU + W_{co} \cdot CO + W_{cx} \cdot CX
\]

3) Work Item Traceability Measurement (WITM) is combined with internal cross-reference table and external cross-reference table two factors. The combination formula is shown as Equation (3):

\[
WITM = W_{icrt} \cdot ICRT + W_{ecrt} \cdot ECRT
\]

4) Work Package Re-estimation Measurement (WPRM) is combined with coupling metric, parameter consistency, and cross reference etc. three factors. The combination formula is shown as Equation (4):
In WBS-based plan inspection activity, the factors which affect change operation were collected and divided into 12 groups. In first layer, 12 groups quality factor are combined into 12 quality factor metrics. In second layer, 12 quality factor metrics are combined into four quality characteristic measurements. In third layer, four quality characteristic measurements are combined into WPMQI. With three layer combination formulas to generate WPMQI, the process is called a WBS-based Plan Changeability Measurement (WBSPCM) model. The WBSPCM model architecture is shown as Fig. 4.

C. Rule-Based Plan Changeability Improvement Manner

\[
W_{pm} = \text{Weight of PJTM} \\
W_{rm} = \text{Work Package Re-estimation Measurement} \\
W_{qm} = \text{Weight of WPRM}
\]

\[
W_{PMQI} = W_{pm} \times BDQM + W_{rm} \times WIMM + W_{qm} \times WITM + W_{pm} \times WPRM
\]

\[
W_{pm} + W_{rm} + W_{qm} + W_{pm} = 1
\]

(5)

WPCQI is a relative judgment mechanism also is a basis to identify problem or defect of WBS-based plan changeability. In WBSPCM model, basic quality factors are combined into high level measurement. High level characteristic measurements are combined into a WP MQI. Based on the combination formulas, high level characteristic measurement mapping to the planning tasks should be rigorously inspected to identify the problem or defect and propose the corrective action. This paper proposed the rule-based WBS changeability improvement activity for corrective action, described as follows:

IF measurement not satisfy "quality criterion"
THEN identify the problem and defect, and correct it.

V. CONCLUSION

Success software project must conquer plan change challenges. The change events, which include error correction, requirement revision, environment evolution, and resource adjustment, may cause to plan change. Any plan change always affects to software development process and increase software development risk. Plan change not only has to invest extra resource and cost, but also may cause project delay. Handling plan changes, the affected development documents and tasks can not be effectively isolated will increase software development risk. In addition, the affected development documents and plan items can not be concretely and correctly modified will greatly reduce project success ratio. For this, WBS-based plan should have high changeability to reduce plan change risk. For improving changeability of WBS-based plan, the paper proposed a WBS-based Plan Changeability Measurement (WBSPCM) model. WBS-based plan with high changeability can enhance plan items isolation capability and modification flexibility to reduce development risk. The advantages of WBSPCM model are described as follows:

1) Identify WBS-based plan changeability defects and provide revision suggestions.
2) Improve WBS-based plan changeability continuously.
3) Combination formula of WBSPCM model has precise, simple and flexible adjustment features.
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